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KlarityRisk Fixed
Income Performance
Attribution
A n Effi c i e n t
Fixed Income
A t t ri b u t i o n
Process
> Complete break-down of the
portfolio’s total performance drivers
> Ability to decompose the Fixed
Income Attribution into the GICS
classifications
> Limits allocation on the sources
of your performance
> Automated calculation mechanism
> Easily integrated with any solution

Assess your Fixed Income
Portfolio’s Performance
in an Instant
In a performance-driven environment, a fund manager’s major focus, in
addition to the absolute portfolio performance, is whether the portfolio is
performing satisfactorily relative to a selected Market Benchmark. Whilst
the former question could be quite a tricky one to answer, a response to the
latter one is even more demanding, as such an analysis could be arduous for
portfolios consisting of Fixed Income Instruments.
KlarityRisk’s Fixed Income Performance Attribution (FIPA) solution provides
a comprehensive tool that enables the fund manager to apply a thorough
decomposition analysis of the Fixed Income portfolio’s performance.

Key Features
Comprehensive
Capabilities
Comprehensive Capabilities:
Advanced Fixed Income
Attribution Modelling, Fixed
•
APX
Seamless
Investor
OnBoarding
process
Income Return Decomposition into its Fundamental Sources, Broad
Range of Fixed
•
Adaptable
and
flexible
questionnaire
Income-specific Metrics and Fixed Income Attribution by various categories such as
• Transparent
Issuer, Industry Group and
Risk Country.Risk Profiling and Scoring
• Generation of Portfolio Code

Operations & Compliance

Monitoring and Reporting: Automated Fixed Income Attribution Processes, Fixed
• Coverage of Regulatory Requirements
Income Attribution Factors
– Limits Allocation, Wide List of Fixed Income Attribution
• Efficiency in client services
reports, Fully customizable
Fixed Income
Attribution
Dashboard.
• Strategic
close-ended
questions
• Avoidance of client Litigation Risk

Ease of Integration

Ease of Integration: Embedded integration with APX, Geneva and Axys, Inheritance
• Embedded Integration Mechanism with APX
of user rights based on APX roles. Same look and feel with SS&C Advent products.
• Inheritance of user rights based on APX roles
Easy to learn and operate.
• Same look and feel with APX

Utilizing KlarityRisk FIPA
the user is able to:
> Identify the sources of the
portfolio’s Excess Return based on its
fundamental sensitivities to systematic
factors
> Quantify the impact that active
management decisions have on the
relative performance of the portfolio
> Be notified of rising risks (e.g. a credit
spread return gradually becoming too
high for a risk-aversion strategy).

• Engagement of a sole APX license

Innovative Technology
• Bootstrap front end framework
• SSRS reporting framework
• Flexible deployment choices
• User Authentication process through single sign-on

www.klarityrisk.com
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KlarityRisk Fixed
Income Performance
Attribution
A Granular View of How
Investment Decisions Affect
The Portfolio’s Performance

KlarityRisk’s Fixed Income Performance
Attribution solution enables the user
to conduct an in-depth attribution analysis
of a Fixed Income portfolio’s performance,
providing instant access to a granular
set of effects which drive the portfolio’s
performance, thus aiming to assist the
investment decision-making process.

Learn more about all our solutions
and our SS&C Advent specialized
custom engineering services at:

www.klarityrisk.com
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